Managed Services
Operating System Monitoring

Managed Disaster Recovery

MANAGED WINDOWS

Disaster Recovery is becoming a requirement for most businesses today. Investments in disaster recovery are often considered
as grudge purchases.

Silicon Sky offers a managed service for Windows operating systems. The service is available for on premise and hosted deployments.
MANAGED LINUX
Silicon Sky offers a managed Linux service for Redhat, Ubuntu
and Centos. The service is available for on premise and hosted
deployments.

Managed Active Directory
Silicon Sky offers a managed Active Directory for Windows servers and desktops. The service is available for on premise and
hosted deployments. The service includes the following:

Managed Storage
Silicon Sky offers managed storage solutions for on premise and
hosted DELL storage. We manage DELL, DAS, NAS and SAN storage. We will take care of the day to day management and monitoring of your storage.

Managed Virtualisation
Silicon Sky knows virtualisation, it’s what we do! You can control
your virtual machines or you can let us manage them for you. We
have a team of VMware certified professionals that can design,
implement, manage and optimize your virtual environment on
premise or hosted.

Silicon Sky offers cost effective managed disaster recovery solutions using advanced technology.
Our solutions include on premise or hosted offerings.

Managed Backup & Recovery
Managing backups can be a cumbersome task and is often only
seen as being important when one needs to recover data. Backups need to be monitored and managed on a daily basis to ensure that if or when a failure occurs one can recover.
As data grows backups tent to take longer to complete successfully. Silicon Sky will monitor and fine tune backup jobs to ensure
backups are successful and recoverable.
Our solutions include on premise or hosted offerings.

Managed End User
End user computing is a critical part of IT for any business. End
users need to be supported and compute effectively to be productive.
Silicon Sky offers end user management and support. Silicon Sky
will provide end user support telephonically, remotely or onsite.
A set of advanced monitoring and management tools are deployed to ensure a speedy response to end users.
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